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Modern ﬂuorescence microscopy applications go along with increasing demands for the employed
ﬂuorescent dyes. In this work, we compared antifading formulae utilizing a recently developed
reducing and oxidizing system (ROXS) with commercial antifading agents. To systematically
test ﬂuorophore performance in ﬂuorescence imaging of biological samples, we carried out
photobleaching experiments using ﬁxed cells labeled with various commonly used organic dyes,
such as Alexa 488, Alexa 594, Alexa 647, Cy3B, ATTO 550, and ATTO 647N. Quantitative
evaluation of (i) photostability, (ii) brightness, and (iii) storage stability of ﬂuorophores in
samples mounted in diﬀerent antifades (AFs) reveal optimal combinations of dyes and AFs.
Based on these results we provide guidance on which AF should preferably be used with a speciﬁc
dye. Finally, we studied the antifading mechanisms of the commercial AFs using single-molecule
spectroscopy and reveal that these empirically selected AFs exhibit similar properties to
ROXS AFs.

1. Introduction
Fluorescence light microscopy has become an indispensable
tool in various scientiﬁc ﬁelds, ranging from biomedical
research to material sciences. One of its key features is the
possibility to speciﬁcally label and detect structural components
of interest with spectrally distinct ﬂuorophores, e.g., to analyze
the spatial distribution of biomolecules within cells and tissues
by immunohistochemistry.1 More recently, the introduction of
single-molecule approaches2,3 and super-resolution imaging
techniques,4–7 have further extended the capabilities and range
of applications. Modern ﬂuorescence applications are strongly
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dependent on the performance and characteristics of the
ﬂuorescent probes used. Important properties of the labels
are their brightness (given by the product of extinction coeﬃcient
at the excitation wavelength and the ﬂuorescence quantum
yield), photostability (i.e., resistance to irreversible, light-induced
reactions), storage stability of stained samples, solubility in
water (for biological applications), the capability to chemically
link the label to the structure of interest and ﬁnally a minimized
inﬂuence of the label onto the labeled structure itself. Organic
ﬂuorophores often represent the premier choice due to their
brightness, chemical ﬂexibility, small size and many new
labeling strategies even for in vivo applications.1,8
Many substances, especially reductants such as ascorbic
acid (AA), 6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic
acid (Trolox, TX),9,10 p-phenylenediamine (PPD, used in the
commercial product Vectashield), 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane
(DABCO, used in Ibidi-MM)11 or n-propyl gallate and
triplet-quenchers such as mercaptoethylamine12 and cyclooctatetraene,12,13 have been known to improve the photostability of ﬂuorophores for microscopy and single-molecule
spectroscopy.14,15 Antifading substances are typically dissolved
in glycerol-buﬀer or aqueous solution, which preserve the
sample morphology. It should be noted that other frequently
used embedding media have polymerizing formulae (e.g., Prolong
Gold, Moviol). While good antifading properties have been
reported,14,15 cells embedded in these hardening media show
substantial ﬂattening, which is often disadvantageous for
applications where the preservation of the 3-dimensional
(3D) morphology is a requirement. Herein, we compare a
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 6699–6709
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Fig. 1 Jablonski diagram according to the ROXS concept: A single
ﬂuorophore is cycled between its singlet ground state (S0) and the
ﬂuorescent ﬁrst excited state (S1) with the excitation rate kexc emitting
a characteristic number of photons. The probability to enter the dark
triplet state (T1) with its inverse lifetime kT is given by the rate constant
of intersystem crossing (kisc). As the high reactivity of the triplet state
can cause irreversible destruction of the ﬂuorophore it is rapidly
depleted with rates kred 0 /ox by oxidizing or reducing agents forming a
radical cation or anion (F ), respectively. Each of the ionized states is
depleted by the complementary redox reaction with rate constants
kred 0 /ox 0 recovering the electronic ground state.

recently developed antifading formula that simultaneously
employs reducing and oxidizing agents16 with common, commercial, glycerol-based antifading formulae suited for (3D)
ﬂuorescence microscopy.11,14,15
In contrast to the empirically found AFs, a recently established
formula using a reducing and oxidizing system (ROXS) is
based on a photophysical model. The underlying rationale
is that an antifading formula has to rapidly and eﬀectively
depopulate reactive intermediate states other than the
singlet states S0 and S1 that are part of the ﬂuorescence

excitation-emission cycle. Every time the ﬂuorophore enters
a potentially reactive state of a lifetime signiﬁcantly longer
than S1 it should be depopulated to ultimately restore the
ground state (see Fig. 1 for energy level diagram).
This should not only increase photostability but dependent
on the excitation conditions also increase the brightness of the
ﬂuorophore. The ROXS concept realizes this rationale using
electron transfer reactions. As soon as a transient state of
higher energy—which is a potential reactive intermediate on
common photobleaching pathways such as the triplet state—is
formed, it is depopulated through an electron transfer reaction
either with the reductant or with the oxidant. In the case of a
reduction, a radical anion is formed whereas in the case of a
primary reaction with an oxidant the corresponding radical
cation is formed. In the following, these transient states are
also rapidly depopulated through the complementary electron
transfer reaction, that is, the radical anion will react with the
oxidant to form the ground state. Alternatively, the radical
cation reacts with the reductant also yielding the ground state.
In all instances, the ground state is rapidly formed and the
build-up of a broad range of transient states including triplet
and radical states is suppressed (see scheme in Fig. 1). These
reactions are commonly diﬀusion controlled.
The ROXS concept was demonstrated to eﬃciently eliminate
blinking (due to triplet states as well as redox blinking due to
radical ion states) from single-molecule intensity transients for
a variety of diﬀerent ﬂuorophore classes (cyanines, (carbo-)
rhodamines, oxazines) by diﬀerent combinations of oxidants
and reductants.10,16–18 For most ﬂuorophores, particularly in
the yellow and red spectral regions a drastic increase of
photostability was observed.18 Targeted induction of transient
dark states by adapting the concentrations of redox active
agents was also exploited for super-resolution imaging by
diﬀerent approaches.19–21 But the implementation of ROXS
in common biological imaging, e.g., confocal microscopy,

Scheme 1 Molecular structures of ﬂuorophores investigated in the present study: ATTO 647N,22 Alexa 488/594,23 Cy3B,24 Alexa 647.25 The dyes
are sorted according to the class of ﬂuorophores (carbo-rhodamines, rhodamines, cyanines). The structure of ATTO 550 was not available.
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and a comparison with common AFs used for immunoﬂuorescence is still missing.
In this paper, we compare the performance of two ROXS
AFs (ascorbic acid/methyl viologen, Trolox/Trolox-quinone)
with common substances also used in commercial AFs such
as phenylenediamine and DABCO. We therefore carried
out spinning disk confocal microscopy in combination with
repetitive point laser scanning for the imaging and controlled
bleaching of immunolabeled nuclear proteins in ﬁxed mammalian
tissue culture cells. From these data sets we extracted the
parameters (i) photostability and (ii) brightness. By measuring
the same samples again after three days of storage we
additionally obtained the (iii) storage stability in the respective
mounting medium. To test for the general validity of our
results we characterized various organic dyes of diﬀerent dye
classes, such as cyanines and (carbo)-rhodamines, spanning
the entire visible spectrum. For all studied dyes (Alexa 488,
Alexa 594, Alexa 647, Cy3B, ATTO 550, ATTO 647N),
available molecular structures are shown in Scheme 1.
Our data suggest that the ROXS based AFs signiﬁcantly
improve the performance of dyes in immunoﬂuorescence
imaging and often outperform classical AFs. We, however,
also ﬁnd more speciﬁc eﬀects that we summarize in practical
guidance outlining which particular AF should be used for a
given ﬂuorophore (class).
To learn more about the mechanism of the empirically
found antifading agents we ﬁnally used single-molecule
spectroscopy and studied the inﬂuence of diﬀerent AF concentrations on the blinking of single dye molecules. Therefore,
we used the electron aﬃne oxazine ATTO 655 that has
been termed single-molecule redox sensor (SMRS) because it
selectively reports on the oxidizing and reducing properties of
the environment: the lifetime of the dark state reports on the
oxidizing properties of the medium whereas the number of
emitted photons for one ON-state reports on the reducing
properties of the medium.10 Shortening OFF-times at constant emitted photons of the SMRS have recently revealed
the antifading mechanism of Trolox (TX) that forms a
quinone over time and then acts according to the ROXS
concept.10
For all commercial AFs we found shortening OFF-state
lifetimes at increasing AF-concentration indicating unexpected
and substantial oxidizing capabilities of the AFs that are
considered to be reductants. This leads to the conclusion that
their empirical selection might be related to their additional
oxidizing properties and that their stabilizing mechanism is
also related to the ROXS concept. This fact of course underlines the importance of the ROXS concept not only for singlemolecule spectroscopy but also for ﬂuorescence applications in
general.

2. Material and methods
Immunostaining, confocal microscopy and photobleaching
experiments
Human HeLa cells stably expressing histone H2B-GFP, and
HeLa Kyoto cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum and 50 mg ml1 gentamycine.
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For photostability experiments cells were grown to 50–80%
conﬂuency on 18  18 mm coverslips before ﬁxation with
3.7% formaldehyde (Sigma) in phosphate buﬀered saline
(PBS). All washing steps after ﬁxation were performed with
0.02% Tween in PBS (PBST). Cells were permeabilized with
0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS. GFP-fusion proteins were stained
with GFP-binding camelide-derived single chain antibody
fragments26 (GFP-binding protein; GBP) conjugated to
Cy3b, ATTO 550 or ATTO 647N (ChromoTek) diluted in
blocking solution (2% BSA/PBST). Alternatively, HeLa cells
were stained with primary mouse monoclonal antibodies
against Pan-histone (Roche) and secondary anti-mouse antibodies labeled with Alexa 488, Alexa 594, Alexa 647 (Invitrogen).
Cells were counterstained with 100 ng ml1 4 0 ,6-diamidino-2indole (DAPI) in PBST for 5 min and mounted on microscope
slides with indicated mounting media. In the case of the
ROXS-buﬀers oxygen was removed from the sample using
an oxygen-scavenging system based on glucose-oxidase/
catalase.27,28 The coverslip was sealed by mounting on a thin
strip of silicone paste applied on the microscope slide ﬁlled
with freshly prepared buﬀers or mounting media: (i) standard
ROXS-buﬀer with 1 mM concentrations of ascorbic acid (AA)
and 1 mM N,N 0 -methyl viologen (MV);16 (ii) ROXS-buﬀer
containing 1 mM Trolox (TX) that was additionally illuminated
with UV-light (lamp-ﬁlter) for 10 min in order to form Troloxquinone (TQ) in suﬃcient concentrations 425 mM;9,10 (iii)
pure Vectashield (VS) medium (Vector Labs);14 (iv) Ibidi-MM
mounting-medium (Ibidi).
Photobleaching was performed with an UltraVIEW VoX
spinning disc microscope equipped with an integrated FRAP
PhotoKinesis accessory (PerkinElmer), assembled to an Axio
Observer D1 inverted stand (Carl Zeiss) and using an oil
immersion objective (63, NA 1.40, PlanApo, Carl Zeiss).
Confocal time series were recorded with intervals of 1 frame/s,
exposure times of 100–200 ms, frame size of 1024  1024 pixels
and 14-bit image depth. For each experiment the entire ﬁeld of
view containing approximately 5 to 20 cell nuclei was selected
for bleaching. Depending on the tested ﬂuorophore either one
of the 488 nm, 561 nm or 635 nm laser line (measured laser
power at the objective: 4.5 mW, 2,1 mW and 1,1 mW,
respectively) was used for bleaching and imaging with
appropriately adjusted AOTF settings (typically 50 or 100%
for bleaching with the focused laser and 5–10% for imaging
through the spinning disk). Typically 10 prebleach frames were
followed by 30–50 repeated cycles of consecutive bleaching
and acquisition steps.
Quantitative evaluation was performed using ImageJ
(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). First, the nuclear area of cells
within the bleached region was selected either manually or
by threshold-based segmentation. Then the mean ﬂuorescence
intensity over time was extracted, background subtracted and
normalized to the mean of the last ﬁve prebleach values. For
one experiment, 20–50 cells in three to ﬁve independent time
series were investigated per buﬀer condition. Values obtained
in diﬀerent media conditions were normalized with respect to
intensity values in PBS. The mean values of ﬂuorescence
intensity of one day of experiments were ﬁtted with a bi-exponential decay function of the form y = A1  exp(x/t1) + A2 
exp(x/t2) in Origin 8.0 (OriginLab). Experiments were
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 6699–6709
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repeated at least twice on diﬀerent days and mean values and
standard deviations of these experiments are given in the
supporting information. Values of photobleaching lifetime
were calculated according to tm = A1  t1 + A2  t2 with
respect to the value for PBS to correct for diﬀerences in
bleaching and imaging settings.
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Sample and surface preparation for single-molecule
measurements
LabTek 8-well chambered cover slides (Nunc) with a volume
of B750 ml were treated with 0.1% HF for 30 s and were
washed three times with PBS. Subsequently, they were
incubated with a solution of 5 mg ml1 BSA and 1 mg ml1
BSA/biotin in PBS for at least 10 hours at 4 1C (all compounds
were used as received from Sigma Aldrich). After washing, the
surface was incubated with a B0.1 mg ml1 solution of
streptavidin for 5 min and was washed three times with PBS.
Then a biotinylated 40mer oligonucleotide bearing Cy3B at
position 5 (3 0 -CGT AT*A GCT ATA CAA TAT AAG TGT
AAG GAA TCG AAT CGT A-5 0 with T* = Cy3B (strand I);
as received from IBA, Germany) was incubated on the surface
for 1 min at high concentration (B108–109 mol l1). Subsequently, a complementary strand internally labeled with a
far-red dye at position 24 (5 0 -GCA TAT CGA TAC ATT
AT*A TTC ACA TTC CTT AGC TTA GCA T-3 0 with
T* = ATTO 647N or ATTO 655 (strand II); as received
from IBA) was hybridized to strand I yielding a dsDNA probe.
Single-molecule experiments were carried out at room
temperature (22  1 1C): (i) If not stated otherwise standard
PBS pH 7.4 was used. (ii) If indicated, oxygen was removed
using an oxygen-scavenging system (PBS, pH 7.4, 10% (w/v)
glucose, 12.5% (v/v) glycerine, 50 mg ml1 glucose-oxidase,
100–200 mg ml1 catalase, and 0.1 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride). (iii) Diﬀerent concentrations of
redox active agents or commercially available AFs were added
to the buﬀer as described in the text and ﬁgure captions.
Single-molecule ﬂuorescence spectroscopy
A custom built confocal microscope was used as described in
ref. 19 to study single molecules. The excitation wavelength of
a pulsed supercontinuum-source (SuperK Extreme, Koheras)
was selected by a combination of an internal and an external
acousto-optical tunable ﬁlter (external AOTF: AOTFnc-VIS,
AA optoelectronic). The excitation wavelength for Cy3B was
533, and was set to 640 nm for ATTO 655 and ATTO 647N
(spectral width of 2 nm). After spatially ﬁltering using a singlemode ﬁber the beam was coupled into an oil immersion
objective (60, NA 1.35, UPLSAPO 60XO, Olympus) of an
inverse microscope by a dual-band dichroic beam splitter for
recording ﬂuorescent transients (Dualband z532/633, AHF
Analysentechnik). Average excitation intensities for all experiments were 4.0 kW cm2 at 533 nm and 1.5 kW cm2 at
640 nm. The resulting ﬂuorescence was collected by the same
objective, focused onto a 50 mm pinhole, ﬁltered (Brightline
HC 582/75 for Cy3B, ET-Bandpass 700/75M for ATTO
655/ATTO 647N, both AHF Analysentechnik), and detected by
two avalanche photodiodes (SPCM-AQR-14, PerkinElmer).
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Custom made LabVIEW software was used to register the
signal and for subsequent data evaluation.
The following procedure was conducted to obtain ON-counts
and OFF-times of single-molecule transients: (i) an autocorrelation of the respective ﬂuorescence transients was generated.
(ii) the autocorrelation-curve was ﬁtted using an exponential
function; (iii) the OFF-times toﬀ and ON-counts Non were
derived from the amplitudes and the characteristic timeconstant of the autocorrelation after background correction
according to ref. 19. On average B30 molecules were measured
and evaluated for each data point as described for each experimental condition.

3. Results and discussion
The four diﬀerent AFs that we compared in this study are
depicted in Fig. 2. Two of the AFs are ROXS based, one of
which contains the reductant ascorbic acid (AA) and the
oxidant N,N-methyl viologen (MV). The ubiquitous oxidant
oxygen is removed enzymatically. This buﬀer system is referred
to as ROXS (AA/MV). The second ROXS based AF consists
of the reductant Trolox (TX) and uses its quinone derivate
Trolox-quinone (TQ) as oxidant in combination with enzymatic
oxygen removal and is referred to as ROXS (TX/TQ). The
typical concentration of each component (AA/MV/TX) in the
respective buﬀer is 1 mM. TQ was shown to be formed in
concentrations of 425 mM after dissolving TX in aqueous
buﬀer or under UV-illumination and hence doesn’t have to be
added to the buﬀer.9,10,16
Both combinations of ROXS-buﬀers (AA/MV or TX/TQ)
could already prove their suitability to stabilize or alter the
ﬂuorescence properties of single ﬂuorophores by photo-induced
redox-reactions and are intensively used in single-molecule
spectroscopy and super-resolution imaging.9,10,16,29,30
The commercial AFs, namely Vectashield (VS) and Ibidi
mounting medium (Ibidi-MM) contain phenylenediamine
(PPD) and DABCO, respectively. In addition, these mounting
media contain between 70 and 90% glycerol. Thus, they are
highly viscous and intrinsically exhibit at least a 3-fold reduced
oxygen concentration compared to water.31 This means that
the ROXS buﬀers provide the additional advantage of a lower
oxygen concentration in the samples contributing to a more
eﬃcient suppression of photobleaching. We believe, however,
that the reduced oxygen concentration in glycerol plus the

Fig. 2 Chemical structures of the main compounds found in commercial AFs and ROXS-buﬀers: a) ROXS with the reductant AA and
oxidant MV, ROXS (AA/MV); b) ROXS with the reductant TX and
oxidant TQ, ROXS (TX/TQ); c) main compound of the commercial
AF Vectashield: reductant PPD; main compound of the commercial
Ibidi-MM: reductant DABCO.
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reduced mobility lead to comparable conditions for ROXS
and commercial AFs as also in samples with enzymatic oxygen
removal the ﬁnal oxygen concentration only reaches the lower
micromolar range.32
To compare the diﬀerent AFs for immunoﬂuorescence
we performed photobleaching experiments in a commercial
confocal microscope frequently used for biological studies
(UltraVIEW VoX, PerkinElmer, details see Materials and
Methods). Human HeLa cells grown on microscope coverslips
were immunolabeled with antibodies conjugated to diﬀerent
ﬂuorophores. Fluorophore-coupled antibodies against GFP
were used to label expressed GFP-tagged histone H2B-GFP
with an organic dye of choice (Cy3B, ATTO 550, ATTO
647N). Histone H2B-GFP is stably incorporated into nucleosomes
of chromatin and is evenly distributed within the nucleus.
Alternatively, histones were detected with primary mouse
monoclonal antibodies against Pan-histone and secondary
anti-mouse antibodies conjugated to the respective dyes
(Alexa 488, Alex 594, Alexa 647). Regions with cells were imaged
and subsequently bleached in iterative cycles; the average
ﬂuorescence intensity of bleached regions was registered after
each cycle.
ATTO 647N as an example for carborhodamine dyes
Fig. 3 shows exemplary images of typical bleaching experiments with the ﬂuorophore ATTO 647N. This carborhodamine
type dye (structure see Scheme 1) is known for its outstanding
photophysical performance (emax = 150 000 l mol1 cm1,
fﬂ = 0.65 as stated on the ATTO-TEC homepage,
www.atto-tec.com) especially on the single-molecule level.33
Fluorescent nuclei of cells embedded in either PBS or
Vectashield show hardly any remaining ﬂuorescence after
40 bleaching cycles reﬂecting ensemble bleaching of the ﬂuorophore (Fig. 3a/b). In contrast, when using ROXS (AA/MV) as
buﬀer medium only partial bleaching of ATTO 647N is
observed (Fig. 3c) indicating a stronger resistance against
photobleaching.
For quantitative evaluation the mean ﬂuorescence intensity
over time was determined (details see Material and Methods).
On average for each buﬀer condition, 10 independent time
series (10–20 nuclei each) were recorded at least on two
diﬀerent days (Fig. 4).
The reference bleaching behaviour of PBS is represented by
black squares in Fig. 4a; the intensity is reduced to E0.25
of its original value after E35 bleaching cycles (bc). The
experimental data is well reproduced by a bi-exponential decay
(solid lines in Fig. 4a). Results from repetitive experiments and
ﬁtting of these data are summarized in Table S1; ﬁt curves
from a representative experiment are shown in Fig. 4a together
with experimental data. According to these results, the
ﬂuorophores bleach with two diﬀerent bleaching components and a mean bleaching lifetime tm = 23  2 bc with
tm = A1  t1 + A2  t2. A non-exponential behavior may be
attributed to diﬀering microenvironments of the ﬂuorophores
and has been reported before.15
VS shows a very similar relative bleaching lifetime of
1.3  0.6 with respect to PBS but with a considerable amplitude
of a fast decay component and overall large experimental errors
This journal is
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Fig. 3 Confocal images of HeLa histone H2B-GFP expressing cells
labeled with ATTO 647N-coupled GFP antibodies. Samples were
embedded using diﬀerent mounting media. Selected images of a time
series with (a) PBS (b) Vectashield and (c) ROXS (AA/MV) are shown
here exemplarily. The ATTO 647N dye was excited at 635 nm (close to
its absorption maximum at E644 nm). The panels show ﬂuorescently
labelled nuclei before and after 40 iterative cycles of confocal imaging
and bleaching the entire ﬁeld of view. Signiﬁcantly less ﬂuorescence
intensity is left in the PBS- and VS-embedded samples, whereas ROXS
eﬀectively preserves ﬂuorescence. Bar is 20 mm.

between diﬀerent measurements (Fig. 4a, circles; Table S1).y A
signiﬁcant increase of the photobleaching resistance of ATTO
647N is observed for Ibidi-MM, ROXS (AA/MV) and ROXS
(TX/TQ) with mean bleaching lifetimes over several experiments of 2.3  0.2, 2.9  0.5 and 3.1  0.5 relative to PBS,
respectively (Table S1). In all cases the fraction of the fast
bleaching component is signiﬁcantly reduced to E10%
(Fig. 4a). These data quantitatively evidence that both ROXS
buﬀers and Ibidi-MM are able to signiﬁcantly enhance photostability of ATTO 647N in ﬂuorescence imaging.
In the next step we compare the mean brightness of
the ﬂuorophores, i.e., of fresh samples (mounted shortly
before performing photobleaching experiments) and aged
samples (after 3 days storage at 4 1C) for the various media
y Note that all relative bleaching constants in Table S1 and in the text
are derived from several measurement days, while the data in the
Fig. 4a/5a/6a/S1a/S2/S3a) show representative mean bleaching curves
from a particular experimental day.
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(Fig. 4b). For a systematic comparison we have chosen an
intermediate ‘‘storage-time’’ of 3 days to be able to detect
signiﬁcant changes in ﬂuorescence intensities that would allow
predictions on the general suitability of the respective medium
to preserve ﬂuorescence upon storage. We are convinced that
the binding capabilities of antibodies do not play a signiﬁcant
role in our case for the following reasons. (i) The samples were
4% formaldehyde ﬁxed, a generally accepted way to stably ﬁx
and preserve biological structures. (ii) We used approved,
highly aﬃne antibodies (see Material and Methods) and we
did not observe any unbound ﬂuorescent precipitates or a
suspicious increase in background ﬂuorescence after long-term
storage that would hint to a dissociation of antibodies from
their epitopes. (iii) We know from long-standing experience
with similar immunoﬂuorescently-stained samples that they
can be stored for many months when either mounted in
glycerol-based antifades or in PBS without obvious changes
in ﬂuorescence intensities or structure.
While VS and Ibidi-MM reduce the average ﬂuorescence
intensity for a freshly prepared solution to 70% and 40%
relative to PBS, respectively, both ROXS-AFs preserve the
brightness of ATTO 647N. A moderate decrease of ATTO
647N brightness was observed after storage in both ROXS
media, while storage in VS and PBS did not signiﬁcantly aﬀect
ﬂuorescence intensity. Interestingly, a recovery of mean
brightness was observed in Ibidi-MM embedded samples,
reaching about the same level as VS.
These data provide valuable information for the ﬂuorophore choice for the desired imaging application considering
(i) photobleaching resistance of the ﬂuorophore in the
AF medium (Fig. 4a) and quantiﬁed by the obtained ﬁtparameters (see below), as well as (ii) ﬂuorescence brightness
of the ﬂuorophores in the AF medium and (iii) storage
stability of the ﬂuorophores in the AF medium (Fig. 4b).
While the ﬁrst parameters are obvious quality criteria in
ﬂuorescence microscopy many applications might also require
storage stability of the sample. In particular for immunoﬂuorescence staining experiments, adherent cells, tissue or
whole mount samples are typically embedded in a layer of

mounting medium (either hardening or glycerol based and
sealed with nail polish) between a microscope slide and a
coverslip. Such samples should ideally be able to be stored for
days or weeks without major loss of quality.
Rhodamine dyes
To check for the general validity of the ﬁndings for ATTO 647N
we repeated the measurements for diﬀerent ﬂuorophores from
the dye classes of rhodamines and cyanines, with absorption/
emission spectra ranging from the blue to red spectral range.
For Alexa 488, a ﬂuorophore with absorption/emission in
the blue/green region of the visible spectrum,23 results from
photobleaching experiments are depicted in Fig. 5a.
All experimental decays are again well-described by
bi-exponential functions; ﬁt results are shown in Table S1.
Surprisingly, we do not observe signiﬁcant improvement
of the photostability for both Ibidi-MM (Fig. 5a, stars;
relative tmean=1.3  0.2) and ROXS (AA/MV) buﬀer
(Fig. 5a, triangles; tmean=1.1  0.1) with respect to PBS.
While the ROXS (TX/TQ) buﬀer increases the relative tmean
by 1.8  0.2 (Fig. 5a, inverted triangles) we observe the best
performance for VS with a relative tmean = 2.9  0.4 with
respect to PBS (Fig. 5a, squares). The ﬂuorescence brightness
of Alexa 488 is similar to PBS for all AFs (Fig. 5b). However,
storage in ROXS (AA/MV) leads to a substantial loss in
ﬂuorescence (o50%), while in VS, Ibidi-MM and ROXS
(TX/TQ) mounted samples show no signiﬁcant decrease of
brightness.
Other investigated rhodamine dyes were ATTO 550, a
ﬂuorophore with absorption and emission in the green/yellow
spectral range, and Alexa 594, a ﬂuorophore with excitation
and emission maxima in the orange/red spectral range. Both
show a similar trend in terms of photostabilizing abilities and
ﬂuorophore brightness as reported in the previous sections: for
ATTO 550 all AFs signiﬁcantly increase photobleaching
resistance compared to PBS (Fig. S1a, squares and ﬁt; Table S1)
by 1.2 for Ibidi-MM, E2.5 for VS and ROXS (AA/MV) up to
a maximum of 3.2 for ROXS (TX/TQ); results are summarized

Fig. 4 Results from photobleaching experiments of the dye ATTO 647N obtained from confocal microscopy. (a) Time-course of the normalized
ﬂuorescence intensity over 40 bleaching cycles for diﬀerent AFs: PBS, squares; VS, circles; Ibidi-MM, stars; ROXS (AA/MV), triangles; ROXS
(TX/TQ), inverted triangles. Mean curves of at least ﬁve measurements from one particular measurement day are shown. Standard deviations were
typically below 0.02 and are thus omitted for clarity. Solid lines show a bi-exponential ﬁt with obtained ﬁt-parameters as listed in Table S1.
(b) Relative mean preableach ﬂuorescence intensities for fresh samples and for aged samples mounted in diﬀerent AFs (day 0 = fresh sample;
day 3 = sample aged for three days at 4 1C). Error bars indicate the standard error of mean intensities.
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Fig. 5 Photobleaching experiments of the dye Alexa 488. (a) Time-course of the normalized ﬂuorescence intensity over E25 bleaching cycles for
diﬀerent buﬀers: PBS, squares; VS, circles; Ibidi-MM, stars; ROXS (AA/MV), triangles; ROXS (TX/TQ), inverted triangles. Mean curves of at
least ﬁve measurements from one particular measurement day are shown. Standard deviations were typically below 0.02 and are thus omitted for
clarity. Bi-exponential ﬁts are shown as solid lines in the color of the respective data set. Fit results are summarized in Table S1. (b) Relative
ﬂuorescence intensity for the diﬀerent AFs before photobleaching and for aged samples (day 0 = fresh sample; day 3 = sample aged for three
days). Error bars indicate the standard error of mean intensities.

in Fig. S1a and Table S1. We note a signiﬁcant enhancement
of the brightness of ATTO 550 in Ibidi-MM compared to
other AFs. Upon storage in both ROXS media we observe a
similar drop in ﬂuorescence as for Alexa 488 (Fig S1b).
Experiments with Alexa 594 also follow these described trends:
all AFs have a positive inﬂuence on the photobleaching
resistance of the dye with moderate increases by a factor of
1.5  0.1 for ROXS (AA/MV) with respect to PBS (Fig. S2,
Table S1). Both VS and ROXS (TX/TQ) show a signiﬁcant increase by factors of 2.5 and 2.9, respectively, while
Ibidi-MM performs outstandingly well for Alexa 594 with
only 15% ﬂuorescence loss compared to PBS (Fig. S2a, note
that the data could not be ﬁtted to a bi-exponential function).
Again a moderate increase of brightness is observed for
Ibidi-MM and for ROXS (AA/MV) shortly after mounting
while the ﬂuorescence intensity seems to be better preserved by
VS and Ibidi-MM when storing the sample (Fig. S2b).

Cyanine dyes
In the next section we investigated the inﬂuence of AFs on the
photophysical properties of cyanine dyes. As a ﬁrst example
we chose Cy3B, a ﬂuorophore with an absorption- and emissionmaximum at 558 nm and 572 nm, respectively. This dye is
frequently used in single-molecule FRET studies.34,35
As already found for rhodamine dyes all AFs clearly
increase the resistance of the ﬂuorophore Cy3B against photobleaching (Fig. 6a).
The mean bleaching lifetime of PBS (Fig. 6a, squares) is
increased by factors between 1.6 and 2.1 for ROXS (AA/MV),
Ibidi-MM, VS and ROXS (TX/TQ), compare Fig. 6a and
Table S1.
For all AF media we observed a signiﬁcant decrease in
brightness of the ﬂuorophore—a result that is surprising
considering that ROXS (AA/MV) was shown to increase the
brightness of surface-immobilized or diﬀusing ﬂuorophores in

Fig. 6 Photobleaching experiments of the dye Cy3B. (a) The graph shows the time-course of the normalized ﬂuorescence intensity over
E35 bleaching cycles for diﬀerent AFs: PBS, squares; VS, circles; Ibidi-MM, stars; ROXS (AA/MV), triangles; ROXS (TX/TQ), inverted
triangles. Mean curves of at least ﬁve measurements from one particular measurement day are shown. Standard deviations were typically below
0.02 and are thus omitted for clarity. Bi-exponential ﬁts are shown as solid lines in the color of the respective data set. Fit results are summarized in
Table S1. (b) Relative ﬂuorescence intensity for the diﬀerent AFs before photobleaching and for diﬀerent aging-stages (day 0 = fresh sample;
day 3 = sample aged for three days). Error bars indicate the standard error of mean intensities.
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single-molecule experiments.16 The brightness appeared to be
relatively stable after storage for all AFs (Fig. 6b).
Another commonly used cyanine dye is Alexa 647, a
dye that is very similar to Cy5 regarding its photophysical
properties as well as its molecular structure (see Scheme 1 and
ref. 25). This dye has an excitation maximum at 650 nm and
shows its emission maximum at 668 nm. Photobleaching
experiments reveal interesting ﬁndings (Fig. S3a, Table S1):
only moderate improvement of the photobleaching resistance
is observed for Ibidi-MM (factor of 1.1). The ROXS-buﬀers
improve both photobleaching resistance and ﬂuorophore
brightness by factors of E3 (Fig. S3, Table S1). In contrast,
the ﬂuorophore intensity was substantially reduced to less
than 20% in VS relative to PBS. This results in large experimental errors for the determination of the photobleaching
time (data not shown). These facts indicate that this dye is not
well suited to be mounted with VS. The dye also shows poor
storage stability in all mounting media (Fig. S3b) and is hence
better substituted by ATTO 647N.
The presented data of dyes allow the following conclusions:
(i) The photostability of the investigated ﬂuorophores
generally beneﬁts from the addition of either of the AFs
(VS/Ibidi-MM/ROXS) independently from the spectral
properties of the dye. (ii) They undergo moderate to substantial
increase in their photobleaching resistance with the best
average AF-performance of ROXS (TX/TQ), which shows a
substantial increase in the photobleaching resistance for all
six studied dyes (Table S1). (iii) Fluorophore brightness is
typically unaﬀected or only slightly changed in all AFs compared to PBS alone except for a major decrease observed for
Alexa 647 in VS. (iv) Both glycerol-based mounting media,
VS and Ibidi-MM, seem better suited for storage of the
studied ﬂuorophores compared to ROXS media due to their
brightness conserving properties.
Single-molecule sensing of redox properties of commercial AFs
The quantitative comparison of AF characteristics in their
application using ﬂuorescently labelled biological samples
revealed preferences for diﬀerent dyes and quite speciﬁc interactions such as the ﬂuorescence loss of Alexa 647 when used
with VS. Whereas the ROXS AFs function is described by
a photophysical model, DABCO (main component in
Ibidi-MM) and PPD (main component in VS) were selected
empirically. To address the underlying photophysical and
physico-chemical mechanisms and to elucidate whether a
ROXS-like mechanism might also be involved with these
empirically found AFs, we carried out single-molecule
measurements with the SMRS ATTO 655. We therefore
recorded single-molecule transients of ATTO 655 labelled
DNA, immobilized via biotin/streptavidin on BSA surfaces
and analyzed the blinking kinetics of ATTO 655 at diﬀerent
AF concentrations. It has been shown before,10,19 that the
number of photons emitted during one ON-period Non is an
inverse measure for the reducing properties of the environment
and that the OFF-times toﬀ are a measure of the oxidizing
properties. Increasing concentrations of AA, for example, at
constant concentrations of the oxidant MV, reduce the number
of Non since the ﬂuorophore is transferred to its radical anion
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Fig. 7 Fluorescence transients of the single-molecule redox sensor
ATTO 655 in PBS and at varying concentrations of VS (details see
Materials and Methods): (a) PBS, (b) PBS with 0.07% v/v VS-stock
solution (SMRS-values: ton = 450  190 ms, toﬀ = 990  560 ms;
derived from on/oﬀ histograms), (c) PBS with 0.22% v/v VS-stock
solution (SMRS-values: ton = 75  9 ms, toﬀ = 625  155 ms; derived
from on/oﬀ histograms), (d) PBS with 0.70% v/v VS-stock solution
(SMRS-values: ton = 30  4 ms, toﬀ = 390  150 ms; derived from
autocorrelation analysis).

state more rapidly. Increasing concentrations of MV, on the
other hand, reduce toﬀ.19
Fig. 7 shows representative ﬂuorescence transients of
surface-immobilized ATTO 655 molecules in PBS (Fig. 7a)
and with diﬀerent concentrations of VS-medium (Fig. 7b–e).
The ﬂuorescence of ATTO 655 in PBS in the absence of redoxactive agents is comparatively stable with rare OFF-states
and no amplitude in the autocorrelation function down to 1
ms (not shown).
Adding VS to the solution at a concentration of 0.07% v/v
results in the appearance of blinking with average values of
ton = 450  190 ms and toﬀ = 990  560 ms (Fig. 7b shows
a representative transient; sensor values were derived from
on/oﬀ histograms). Since the excitation intensity was the same
for all measurements, ton is proportional to Non and is used in
our discussion. The OFF-state is attributed to a reduction
reaction into a metastable radical anion. Since oxygen that
also acts as an oxidant is not removed in these measurements
and because 0.07% VS does not alter the oxygen solubility and
diﬀusion constant signiﬁcantly, the value of 990 ms has to be
compared to the literature value of toﬀ = (1800  1000) ms for
PBS with AA.19 Increasing the concentration of VS to 0.22%
v/v changes both values signiﬁcantly to ton = 75  9 ms and
toﬀ = 625  155 ms (Fig. 7c shows a representative trace;
average sensor values derived from on/oﬀ histograms).
Further increase to 0.70% v/v VS-stock solution changes
the sensor values to ton = 30  4 ms, toﬀ = 390  150 ms
(Fig. 7d; sensor values derived from autocorrelation analysis
of intensity transients). The 15-fold reduction of ton reﬂects
the known reducing properties of PPD. The simultaneous
3-fold reduction of toﬀ indicates the presence of some oxidizing
properties of the AF medium. The decrease of toﬀ is certainly
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Fig. 8 Fluorescence transients of single ATTO 647N molecules in
(a) ROXS buﬀer (1 mM AA/MV, enzymatic oxygen removal and
(b) 0.14% v/v VS-stock solution dissolved PBS with enzymatic oxygen
removal and (c) pure VS-stock solution.

signiﬁcant and might be weakened by reduced oxygen solubility
and mobility at higher VS fractions. The amount of oxidant in
the solution is substantially smaller than that of the reductant
and may hence be attributed to oxidizing impurities or chemical
products of PPD upon dissolving in buﬀer or glycerol.
These results and their interpretation are supported by
similar experiments with the dye ATTO 647N: single, immobilized
molecules show extremely stable ﬂuorescence in ROXS
(AA/MV) as well as in ROXS (TX/TQ); Fig. 8a). The addition
of small amounts of VS to a deoxygenated PBS solution
(Fig. 8b) does not increase photostability in a similar manner;
here strong blinking of ATTO 647N is observed with short
ON-times and long OFF-periods (Fig. 8b) similar to observation in the absence of reductant due to triplet blinking or in the
presence of only reductants due to radical ion formation.
Replacing PBS by pure VS, however, already shows drastic
reduction of blinking and allows ATTO 647N to ﬂuoresce for
a longer time-period (Fig. 8c).
These results are in accordance with the expectations of the
ROXS concept. In order to ﬂuoresce stably, the dye ATTO
647N needs a suﬃcient amount of both oxidant and reductant.
For low concentration of VS the need for an oxidant is
not fulﬁlled as the concentration is too low, while at higher
concentration both redox-compounds are present in suﬃcient
concentrations.
Next, we carried out analogous measurements for Ibidi-MM
(Fig. 9). We also ﬁnd a reduction of both sensor values upon
increasing concentration of Ibidi-MM pointing to similar
properties of this DABCO containing medium compared to VS.
Quantitatively, however, the properties of Ibidi-MM are
quite diﬀerent to VS since ton only changes 3.7-fold whereas
toﬀ is reduced 15-fold. These data indicate that Ibidi-MM has
substantial oxidizing properties and comparatively mild reducing
properties.
The results presented in the current section clearly show
that VS and Ibidi-MM might have been selected because in
the buﬀer applied they exhibit both reducing and oxidizing
properties and thus imply some aspects of the ROXS concept.
At this point we do not know the origin of the reducing and
oxidizing properties and can only speculate whether the formation of oxidizing species is related to partial degradation
This journal is
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Fig. 9 Fluorescence transients of ATTO 655 in PBS for varying
concentrations of Ibidi-MM: a) PBS with 0.1% v/v Ibidi-MM-stock
solution (SMRS-values: ton = 2200  1100 ms, toﬀ = 1100  600 ms),
(b) PBS with 7% v/v Ibidi-MM-stock solution (SMRS-values:
ton = 1600  700 ms, toﬀ = 710  200 ms), (c) PBS with 33%
v/v Ibidi-MM-stock solution (SMRS-values: ton = 600  170 ms,
toﬀ = 75  40 ms). All SMRS values were derived from on/oﬀ-histograms
of single-molecules (E30–40).

of the original reducing compound. As mentioned above, such
a mechanism has been demonstrated for Trolox yielding
Trolox-quinone.10 Our investigations hence show that the
principle of triplet-state quenching by redox-active agents
and recovery of the ﬂuorophore’s ionized states by subsequent
redox-reactions (the ROXS concept, see Fig. 1) is of fundamental
importance to prevent photobleaching in all ﬂuorescence
applications. Our study also reveals that, though the chemical
and physical reasons for the successful application of several
AFs were unknown, their working action can be traced back
to a combination of oxidizing and reducing agents.

4. Conclusions: which Antifade for which
ﬂuorophore?
In this paper we compared the performance of commonly used
and commercially available antifades such as Vectashield and
Ibidi-MM with new AFs based on the recently developed
ROXS concept. We employed an application-oriented assay
using confocal imaging and bleaching of ﬂuorescently labeled
cells, and complemented it by single-molecule spectroscopy.
We found that generally all AFs exhibit a signiﬁcant photostabilizing eﬀect. It turned out that no optimal AF could be
identiﬁed but that diﬀerent AFs are preferential for diﬀerent
ﬂuorophores and diﬀerent conditions. Our single-molecule
study revealed that this can at least in part be explained by
the fact that the commercial AFs Vectashield und Ibidi-MM
also exhibit reducing and oxidizing properties and thus use
principles of the ROXS concept. These results clearly demonstrate the importance of the ROXS concept for ﬂuorescence
applications in general and also show how the empirical
development of commercial antifading agents might have
lead to the use of compounds that have both reducing and
oxidizing capabilities.
The diﬀerences between the tested AFs might be related to
the diﬀerent concentrations, mobility and reactivity of the
involved redox agents on the one hand as well as to more
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2011, 13, 6699–6709
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speciﬁc interactions between certain AFs and ﬂuorophores
that in some cases even lead to near complete quenching of a
ﬂuorophore. A generalized overview with the aim of providing
practical guidance to microscopists also including further
observations that could not be discussed in detail in the
context of this work is provided in the following.
Vectashield performs best with the green emitting dye Alexa
488 (widely used for multicolour applications), performs well
with dyes in the orange-red emission range (Cy3b, ATTO 555,
Alexa 594) and is compatible with imaging of cyan emitting
dyes, such as the DNA binding DAPI and Hoechst (data not
shown). In contrast, the DABCO containing Ibidi-MM
performs signiﬁcantly better with far-red emitting dyes and
similar or slightly worse than VS in combination with most
other dyes. Thus, it oﬀers a good compromise in multicolour
application of improved photostability throughout the entire
spectrum. The relative high diﬀraction index (1.440) due to
their glycerol-based formulae allows deeper imaging into the
sample when using high NA oil objectives. Both commercial
AFs provide good storage stability for routine use with typical
biological samples.
The ROXS based formulae show comparable or slightly
better antifading performance with orange and red emitting
dyes and they clearly outperform both glycerol-based media
with far-red emitting dyes (Alexa 647 and ATTO 647N). On
the other hand, they show only little to moderate eﬀect with
green emitting Alexa 488. This indicates that the multi-photon
processes become more and more inﬂuential with decreasing
excitation wavelength. For example in the case of Alexa
488 and ATTO 550, ROXS seems to work less eﬀective compared to red-absorbing dyes, a fact that points to an increasing
inﬂuence of higher-excited states that contribute to the
overall bleaching next to the triplet-route, which is eﬀectively
suppressed by ROXS. This interpretation has also been
corroborated by other studies exciting, for example, red dyes
simultaneously with blue and red light.33,36,37
In the direct comparison of redox active agents, TX/TQ
appeared in most cases superior to AA/MV in terms of
antifading eﬃciency and storage stability. The antifading
performance of ROXS-AFs is, strongly dependent on the
oxygen-free environment in aqueous solution, which requires
extra sealing of the embedded sample, e.g., with silicone. Storage
may be compromised by evaporation and the performance is
less reproducible due to variable degrees of oxygen depletion.
The lower refractive index of the aqueous solution may reduce
image quality due to the refractive index mismatch with the
immersion oil. This should be considered in particular when
imaging deeper (410 mm) into the sample using high NA
oil objectives, whereas near-ﬁeld applications such as TIRF
(often used in single molecule applications, e.g. single-molecule
tracking or single molecule localization microscopy) are not
compromised. For wide-ﬁeld applications the usage of waterimmersion objectives may be advantageous with these AFs.
Recently, 2,2 0 -thiodiethanol (TDE) embedding was reported
to be superior for stimulated emission depletion (STED)
microscopy of ATTO 647N labeled samples by having refractive
index of 1.52, equal to immersion oil.38 In our hands, however,
cells embedded in TDE show a ﬂattened morphology similar
to the hardening media. While orange and red emitting dyes
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(e.g., Alexa 555, ATTO 647N) show enhanced ﬂuorescence,
other dyes in the lower spectral range (e.g., DAPI, Alexa 488)
show strongly decreased brightness in TDE (data not shown).
All tests in this study have been performed on organic dyes
conjugated to antibodies. It should be noted that all analyzed
AFs had no signiﬁcant inﬂuence on photostability of green
ﬂuorescent protein (GFP) when excited with the 488 nm
laser line (data not shown). This ﬁnding might be related
to the fact that the chromophore formed by the tripeptide
Ser65–Tyr66–Gly67 is located protected within the beta-barrel
structure of the protein.39
Bright and photostable ﬂuorescence reduces exposure-time
and increases the signal-to-noise ratio, and is therefore an
important prerequisite for high quality imaging of biological
samples. This is even more true for applications of recent
super-resolution imaging methods, such as single-molecule
localization microscopy (e.g., STORM, PALM),7,33 STED6
and 3-dimensional structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM)40
that are generally more demanding for the employed dyes. The
choice of the right antifade medium makes an important
contribution to the dye performances. This paper gives useful
guidelines for their application and provides a framework for
further optimization of antifading formulae of mounting
media on the basis of the ROXS principle.
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